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American teachers are soft. That’s the message I heard when I started my service in the Peace Corps. I was as-
signed to teach mathematics (in French) in Burkina Faso, a small West African country unknown to most Ameri-
cans. Throughout our eleven weeks of training, our Burkinabè teacher trainers explained to us that American 
teachers tend to want all students to succeed and that we grade students too high. “Your students won’t respect 
you if you are too soft,” Sou and Salam reminded us on more than one occasion. Over time, I learned to put that 
message in perspective. I observed that the Burkinabè system was based on a philosophy that seemed to be 
aimed largely at eliminating students from the school system—a totally opposite goal from that in the United 
States, and a goal that carried its own challenges. But this experience caused me to take a closer look at what 
we expect of students in U.S. mathematics classrooms. I began to wonder whether our compassion for students 
and our desire for all students to succeed might in fact be disadvantaging them. It is now clear to me that in too 
many cases we are not expecting enough of our students.In fact, most mathematics teachers report to me that 
their students are not willing to try hard problems that they can’t immediately see how to solve.

Over and over again, we hear that U.S. math students deal with less challenging mathematics than students in 
other countries. The content of international tests like TIMSS1 and PISA2, and the performance of U.S. students 
on those tests, reinforce the notion that our students may not be dealing with the same level of complexity in 
mathematics as students in other countries. I don’t advocate that the United States should copy the programs of 
other countries; there are too many cultural and societal differences and too many challenges for any program 
to be successful on a large scale when it is transported in its entirety to a different setting. But I strongly support 
our close examination of practices used elsewhere that might inform our work to improve mathematics teaching 
and learning in this country.

Spoon-Feeding Our Students

In The Teaching Gap, Jim Stigler and Jim Hiebert (1999) report the results of classroom observations that were 
part of the 1995 TIMSS. This particular part of the study sent observers to eighth-grade classrooms in the United 
States, Germany, and Japan. Observers categorized the level of mathematics evident in classrooms in these three 
countries. They noted that in U.S. classrooms, students typically dealt with a much lower level of mathematics 
content than students in other countries. Observers also noted that our students had far fewer opportunities to 
develop new mathematical learning; instead, they were simply being told what to do. Worse, observers reported
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that on the few occasions when American teachers chose mathematically complex tasks, their teaching ap-
proach tended to remove the complexity and reduce the difficulty of the tasks. It appears that in the interest 
of having students succeed, we sometimes spoon-feed our students too much information and ask too little 
of them in return. We tell them what approach or tools they can use to solve a problem, or we guide them in a 
directed fashion that makes one path obvious, thus removing the challenge. In essence, we tell them how to 
solve a problem before they have a chance to tackle it themselves. Somewhere along the way, we seem to have 
decided that students shouldn’t struggle with mathematics.

The Need for Complexity

One of the most important lessons we can learn from other countries is that sometimes mathematics is hard, 
and sometimes we have to struggle to figure things out, especially with problems that are complex. When we 
introduce complexity in the problems we ask students to solve and challenge them beyond what they think they 
can do, we give them the opportunity to struggle a bit—an opportunity that many students never experience in 
mathematics from elementary school through high school. A look at those American classrooms where teachers 
and students invite complexity shows that the kind of mathematics problems students can really sink their teeth 
into (and consequently might struggle with) are often more interesting and engaging than the problems we 
have traditionally provided in math classrooms. It turns out that offering students a chance to struggle may go 
hand in hand with motivating them, if we do it right.

Constructive Struggling

Some teachers and parents may be concerned that students will become frustrated or fall behind if they are 
given mathematics problems that seem too hard. I offer a new way to think about this by advocating construc-
tive struggling, not pointless frustration. Constructive struggling can happen when a skillful teacher gives 
students engaging yet challenging problems. Constructive struggling can take place when a teacher decides 
that one demanding, possibly time- consuming problem will likely provide more learning value than several 
shorter but more obvious problems. Constructive struggling involves presenting students with problems that 
call for more than a superficial application of a rote procedure. Constructive struggling occurs when an effec-
tive teacher knows how to provide guiding questions in a way that stops short of telling students everything 
they need to know to solve a problem. Constructive struggling can build from the elementary grades through 
the rest of a student’s education as teachers continually balance the types of problems they give students. An 
effective teacher provides problems that range from straightforward applications of recently learned mathemat-
ics to more complex problems that require critical thinking and the connection of more than one mathematical 
concept, skill, or idea. As students engage in the constructive struggling needed for some of these problems, 
they learn that perseverance, in-depth analysis, and critical thinking are valued in mathematics as much as quick 
recall, direct skill application, and instant intuition.

What Can We Do?

Of course we want students to succeed, and we don’t want students to dislike math class. Perhaps the way to 
help them most, both in terms of success and attitude, lies in the counterintuitive notion of finding the right 
level of struggle or challenge—a level that is both constructive and instructive. The business community tells us 
that the ability and willingness to tackle a problem that is not easily solved is one of the most important traits 
of a well-educated adult in the twenty-first century. If we do our job well and make students think just a little 
harder, we can prepare them to take on some of the most difficult problems we face today as well as the un-
known problems we are likely to face tomorrow.
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Reflections and Discussions

FOR TEACHERS

• What issues or challenges does this message raise for you? In what ways do you agree with or disagree

with the main points of the message?

• What teaching actions or strategies do you think support or inhibit students’ willingness to accept the

struggle that goes with solving a challenging problem?

• How long do you allow your students to wrestle with a complex problem before you offer increasingly

guided assistance? How frequently do you provide such an opportunity?

• How can you determine the right amount of frustration and struggle for any given student on any give

task?

• How can you help your students develop the confidence and persistence necessary to persevere through

a challenge?

FOR FAMILIES

• What questions or issues does this message raise for you to discuss with your son or daughter, the teacher,

or school leaders?

• How can you help your daughter or son understand that it’s OK to struggle with a math problem

sometimes?

• In what ways can you help your son or daughter with math homework without spoon-feeding all of the

steps needed in order to solve a challenging problem?

• How can you help your daughter or son develop confidence and persistence in tackling hard mathematics

problems? How can you support the teacher’s efforts in developing student confidence and persistence?

FOR LEADERS AND POLICY MAKERS

• How does this message reinforce or challenge policies and decisions you have made or are considering?

• How can your mathematics program support students in learning the value of working through a hard or

complex problem?

• What kinds of professional learning opportunities can you offer teachers to help them learn how to

determine and incorporate appropriate levels of struggling in their mathematics teaching?




